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ProjectBee is your ultimate destination for everything about style. Our company

services are uniquely designed to build your image, in addition to expanding your

wardrobe and developing your personal style. We have tailored and design

services base on the essential needs of the busy day to day business professional,

mom/dad and individuals looking to elevate, change or enhance their personal

image to get them to the next level. "Bee Approves" is build to inspire, while

keeping you up to date with the latest trends, beauty and top online retailers.

About ProjectBee



THE WARDROBE FACELIFT

Your wardrobe facelift begins with a closet

evaluation. During this process I’ll edit out the

pieces in your closet that are dated, unflattering

and not needed. I will then work on putting looks

together with the pieces we decide to keep. Your

wardrobe will be reorganized by color and section.

Afterwards, you'll be photographed in complete

ensembles for you to reference on days when you

have nothing to wear! At the end of the service a

personalized shopping list will be made and a

shopping strategy will be set in place.

PERSONAL SHOPPING

This trip is customized based on your style and

budget. The selected boutiques have all been

scoped out prior to your appointment, making for

a smooth and relaxing shopping experience as we

peruse around the hottest speciality boutiques.

During the fitting, I will pull together full

ensembles while consulting you on the pieces I

have chosen; eyeing in on each outfit's cut, shape

and fit for your personal aesthetic. Creating for

you the ultimate shopping experience.

Services

STYLING PARTY

Host your own styling party and entertain a

group of your friends! This event consist of a 6

topic workshop, where I will discuss fashion

and style tips, dressing for your bodytype,

trends, your wardrobe and an open Q&A. I will

show you how to put outfits together and key

ways to accessorize. Enjoy this workshop while

getting glammed! This service includes a glam

team (hair/makeupartist and manicurist). Get

pampered and primped, we all deserve to be a

princess for the day.

TRAVEL IN STYLE

Look your best while on vacation without

spending countless amount of hours trying to

figure out what to wear. Whether it's a

weekend trip to Monaco or a business trip to

London, I've created this service for that

individual to take the stress off of looking your

best! Creating effortlessly chic ensembles

prior to your trip and  photographing you in

finished looks for you to reference. I pack your

bags with the right looks for all occasions.
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STYLE BISTRO

BAUCE

PEOPLE STYLE WATCH

ESSENCE MAGAZINE

SLATE.COM

 Press

Clients

"Yeini Mora"    

Beverly creates, she's visionary and really

understand how to elevate your style"

http://www.livingly.com/StyleBistro+Q+A/articles/VPWVAWt3FR0/Tuesday+Tip+Detail+Makes+Butt+Look+Great+Jeans
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 Partnerships/Collaberations

Charities & Organizations


